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Causality and the Arrow of Classical Time

Fritz Rohrlich*

It is claimed that the &problem of the arrow of time in classical dynamics' has
been solved. Since all classical particles have a self-"eld (gravitational and in
some cases also electromagnetic), their dynamics must include self-interac-
tion. This fact and the observation that the domain of validity of classical
physics is restricted to distances not less than of the order of a Compton
wavelength (thus excluding point particles), leads to the conclusion that the
fundamental classical equations of motion are not invariant under time
reversal: retarded self-interactions lead to di!erent equations than advanced
ones. Since causality (the time order of cause and e!ect) requires retarded
rather than advanced self-interaction, it is causality which is ultimately
responsible for the arrow of time. Classical motions described by equations
with advanced self-interactions di!er from retarded ones and do not occur in
nature. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The literature on &time asymmetry' is enormous. Recent collections of papers
(Halliwell, PeH rez-Mercader and Zurek, 1994; Savitt, 1995) as well as books
(Horwich, 1987; Zeh, 1989) provide extensive references to previous works. Of
course, the problem has a very long history in both physics and philosophy, the
latter going back to Leibniz, Kant, and more recently Reichenbach (1956), who
was perhaps the "rst to point out that scienti"cally the abstract concept of &time'
by itself is meaningless but must be associated with physical events or processes.
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However, the denotation &causal theory of time' for his de"nition of time
ordering is incomplete (see Section 3).

The name &arrow of time' for the unidirectional nature of phenomena was
apparently introduced by Sir Arthur Eddington (1928, p. 68). Since that time, the
problem of the arrow of time has usually been taken to be the problem of
explaining the unidirectional nature of phenomena in time. For the present
paper, it will be de"ned below (end of Section 2).

In what follows, I shall deal only with classical time; its three meanings being
presented in Section 2. All these meanings have in common the description of
the motion of a physical object. That description is mathematically given by an
equation of motion which tells how a given external force a!ects that motion,
the equations to be considered being those of classical physics. Section 3 is
devoted to the relation between this classical dynamics and causality. The latter
demands retarded rather than advanced self-interactions.

The heart of the present work lies in the fact that every classical object has
a self-xeld which a!ects its motion. This self-"eld is in all cases the gravitational
"eld (because all classical particles have a mass), and in many cases also the
electromagnetic "eld (because many particles also carry an electric charge). It is
produced by the moving object and acts back on it in the form of a self-force
which is thus present in addition to the given external force. Thus, the only way
to do justice to that situation is to incorporate the self-force in the equation
of motion. Section 4 is devoted to the history and results for the contribution
of the self-force to the equation of motion in classical physics. It will be seen
that the self-force spoils the time reversal invariance of the equation of motion in
all cases.

Confusion exists in the literature between the self-force and radiation reac-
tion. Only part of the self-force can be identi"ed as due to the reaction of the
emitted radiation (gravitational or electromagnetic). That part is the rate of loss
of energy and of momentum because radiation is being emitted. The remaining
part of the self-force has to do with the non-local nature (non-local in time) of
the self-interaction.

The "nal Section 5 draws on the results of Sections 3 and 4 in trying to answer
the questions posed by the problem of the arrow of time and those related to it.

2. Classical Time

The meaning of &time' depends on the theory which one is using to describe
our world. The classical theories in chronological order of discovery are Newton-
ian theory, the special theory of relativity, and the general theory of relativity.
The present interest in these three levels of theory lies in their ability to provide
the dynamics of particles. Such particles must necessarily be classical (in order
for these theories to be applicable); they must be macroscopic (not atomic or
elementary particles for which quantum mechanics would have to be used), and
must therefore be extended (not a point particle).
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The fact that on each level of theory, &time' has a quite di!erent meaning
provides a beautiful example of our pluralistic understanding of the world
(Rohrlich, 1988). Depending on the scale in which we are interested, and the
error which we are willing to tolerate, the theory we choose is the one that
provides the best account.

Newtonian time is independent of the observer: &Absolute, true, and math-
ematical time, of itself, and from its own nature, #ows equitably without relation
to anything external [2]' (Newton, 1687). &Time' is independent of the ob-
server's reference frame.

In special relativity, &time' does depend on the reference frame; it is intimately
attached to that frame resulting in a four-dimensional &space-time': &Henceforth
space by itself, and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere shadows,
and only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality'
(Minkowski, 1908). Each observer has her own measure of time (proper time),
and di!erent observers disagree on simultaneity.

In general relativity, the #at four-dimensional space-time of special relativity
(Minkowski space) is further generalised to a curved space-time (Riemann
space), the curvature describing the gravitational "eld. Any speci"c choice of
a coordinate system (of which the time coordinate is one component) has by
itself no objective physical meaning: &In general relativity, [2] time cannot be
de"ned in such a way that [2] di!erences in the time coordinate [2] can be
directly measured by a standard clock' (Einstein, 1916).

These vast di!erences in the various classical theories being well-known, how
can one speak of &classical time' in general?

What is common to all three classical theories is the notion of a world-line in
space-time. It can be thought of as characterising the motion of the centre of
mass of that extended object (from here on we will call that object a &particle').
Time is recorded along this world-line. Since this line is timelike, any two
distinct events (points) on it are ordered in the sense that one event is clearly
earlier and the other is clearly later in time. This fact is independent of the level
of classical theory chosen, Newtonian theory, special relativity, or general
relativity, and also independent of the reference frame of the observer. If one
de"nes an arrow of time as directed from the earlier to the later event on the
world-line, one can say that every world-line has a unique arrow of time. The
arrow of time is thus de"ned independently of the chosen theory.

Given an observable process which can be characterised by a world-line, the
question can be raised whether this process can also occur in its time-reversed
form: if the world-line were traversed in the direction opposite to its arrow of
time, would it describe a physically possible process? If it does not, why not?
This question therefore refers to the reversal of the arrow of time: can the process
also take place in time-reversed order? The simplest graphic explication of such
a situation is whether a movie of an observable process, when run backward,
would also give an observable process, and if not, why not.

But why should this question be raised in the "rst place? Do time-reversed
processes ever occur in nature? After all, it would seem that most if not all
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1Even the SchroK dinger equation of quantum mechanics has this property, but the present investiga-
tion is restricted to classical physics.

processes one encounters are not time-reversible. In fact, time-reversible pro-
cesses seem to occur only in rather contrived situations; they seem to be the rare
and short-lived exceptions. The motion of billiard balls when assumed to collide
perfectly elastically might be such an exception. Why, then, even raise this
question?

The reason is the following very disturbing fact: a survey of the fundamental
dynamical laws of physics (these are typically di!erential equations) shows that,
despite the seemingly universal unidirectional nature of all observed processes,
these laws have no mathematically preferred time direction: Newton's equations
and Hamilton's equations for the dynamics of particles, Maxwell's equations for
electrodynamics, and Einstein's equations of general relativity for gravitational
"elds, all are time reversal invariant!1

Thus, there is a clear contradiction between these fundamental laws of
dynamics and the very well-known laws that refer to processes which are not
time reversal invariant. Examples are:

(i) the law of electromagnetic radiation emission
(ii) the law of radioactive decay
(iii) the law that entropy never decreases
(iv) the Hubble law of the expansion of the universe
(v) the laws of biological evolution

The problem of the &arrow of time' is therefore this: how can these laws (and
there are other examples) be reconciled with the fundamental dynamical laws of
motion which are clearly reversible? The present paper is devoted to this
question. It will be given a simple answer: contrary to common belief, the
fundamental laws of dynamics are not time reversible.

But two questions remain: (a) how do laws of irreversible phenomena such as
the ones above arise?, and (b) what (if any) relations exist between the causes of
irreversibility of these various phenomena? Are there common causes? The "nal
Section 5 can only touch on these questions since they are outside the topic of
the present investigation.

3. Dynamics and Causality

Dynamics is the study of the motion of a body under the in#uence of known
forces. This &in#uence' is a causal process: the external force causes an acceler-
ation. In Newtonian theory this acceleration is simultaneous since the force acts
at a distance. But the development of electrodynamics and general relativity has
shown electromagnetic and gravitational "elds to act as intermediaries between
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2This seems to be implied in Reichenbach's work (1956).

the force causing object and the accelerated particle; and since "elds spread with
a "nite speed, the speed of light, a "nite time interval is involved. By the law of
causality, this time interval is future directed from cause to e!ect.

To be very explicit, &causality' is here meant as the claim that a cause cannot
be later in time than the e!ect it causes even if it is only a partial cause.
&Causality' is not meant as &predictability', and not even as &determinism'.
Deterministic motions contain predictable ones as a proper subset (see below).

The mathematical description of the dynamics graphically presented by
a world-line in four-space is achieved by solving a di!erential equation of
motion, with suitable initial or xnal conditions. Here, the important remark must
be made that the di!erential equations must be accompanied by such conditions
in order to yield a unique world-line. While unique solutions of di!erential
equations of motion can be obtained equally well with either initial or "nal
conditions, causality demands initial conditions.

The motion thus depends causally on the initial conditions at instant A, but it
is not the case that these initial conditions are the sole cause2 for the state of
motion at the later instant B. The knowledge of the external force at every
instant of the particle motion between A and B is equally necessary for a unique
determination of the world line, i.e. of every future state of motion.

However, for a unique prediction of the future state of motion at B given the
state of motion (the initial conditions) at A, it is also necessary that the equations
be integrable. This integrability requirement essentially states that a very small
change in the initial conditions will yield only a very small change in the
prediction of a later state. Unfortunately, there exist many equations which are
not integrable, i.e. which result in a very large change in the prediction of
a future state when the initial conditions are changed only very slightly.
Such motions are known as chaotic motions (see e.g. Ott, 1993). Luckily,
the fundamental equations of electrodynamics and of gravitation theory are
integrable.

A predictable state of motion at space-time point B given the state at A thus
requires the conditions (necessary and su$cient): integrable equations of motion
and knowledge of the force acting between A and B.

If A precedes B in time, the motion is causal. But now it may happen that,
starting at B as the initial state, i.e. making the "nal state the initial state, the
(backward) motion leads to A. If that is the case, the motion is called time-
reversible. Causality then does not pick out the arrow of time. This is the case for
the above mentioned fundamental laws of physics. What is shown below is that
when self-interaction is taken into account, the fundamental laws of classical
motion are time reversal invariant only for point particles; but since point
particles are outside the domain of competence (validity) of classical dynamics,
these laws are not time reversal invariant.
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3See Rohrlich (1997 and 1999) for details and references.

4. How Self-Interaction Modi5es the Equation of Motion

The history that led to the classical equations of motion which include
self-interaction is long, contorted, and still far from a result that cannot be
further improved. As of just a few years ago, no such equations have even been
available on the relativistic level for truly classical particles: since classical
physics is not valid for distances that are too small (typically, they must be larger
than a Compton wavelength, since otherwise quantum mechanics becomes
relevant), the notion of a point particle is strictly an oxymoron, a self-contradic-
tion. Nevertheless, that notion dominated the study of classical dynamics since
the time before the development of quantum mechanics when this self-contra-
diction was not yet known. The reason for this is simple: the mathematics is
much easier, and physicists, being pragmatists, will try almost anything that
works. But a consistent classical mechanics must deal with extended particles.
The dizculties of dealing with extended particles cannot be solved by going beyond
the validity limits of the theory.

Validity limits of a scienti"c theory are determined by universal inequalities,
not by whether the theory agrees with the empirical evidence. These inequalities
specify the error made by using the theory. Thus, as is well known, in Newtonian
mechanics that error is of the order of (v/c)2; here v is a the typical speed of the
system under study and c is the speed of light. Similarly, classical mechanics
must give way to quantum mechanics when the ratio (r/j) is no longer small;
here r is a typical size (such as a particle radius) and j is the particle's Compton
wavelength.

There are only two fundamental classical interactions, electromagnetic and
gravitational. Though the former interaction has been developed much later,
it is understood much better. Also, the gravitational interaction of extended
particles is less developed because it deals with general relativity which involves
di$cult mathematics. The equation of motion of a charged particle in the
presence of a gravitational "eld is known to a comparable approximation.

4.1. The self-force of a moving charge3

The electrodynamic equation of motion originated over a century ago with
Lorentz (1892), who wrote this equation for an extended charge under the
in#uence of external electric and magnetic "elds; his force law became known as
the Lorentz force law. The equations using only this force ignore the own "eld of
the moving charge, the self-"eld. But later, Lorentz argued that for non-
relativistic motion the self-"eld would add a force

F
S
"

2

3

e2

c3
vK , (1)
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4There is also the in"nite self-energy of a point charge, but that issue has no bearing on the present
discussion.

where e is the total charge, v the particle velocity, c the speed of light, and a dot
indicates di!erentiation with respect to time. Such a term contradicts the
Newtonian law that an equation of motion must be of "rst order in the time
derivative of velocity. It requires initial conditions which specify not only the
initial position and velocity but also the initial acceleration of the particle, thus
violating basic tenets of physics. The non-relativistic equation of motion includ-
ing that term became known as the Lorentz equation.

A generalisation of the Lorentz equation to the relativistic case which includes
the self-"eld for all velocities (less than c) was motivated in part by the discovery
of the electron (Thomson, 1897) and was carried out by Abraham (1904,1905).
He succeeded without the bene"t of the then not yet published special theory of
relativity of 1905 which would have simpli"ed his calculations greatly. In his
derivation, he took into account the "nite size of the particle only in the
computation of the electrostatic contribution to the mass, but he neglected the
size elsewhere in his calculation. He was thus actually describing the motion of
a point particle with "nite electrostatic mass. His equation takes into account
the action of the self-"eld as it produces the outgoing radiation. This radiation
causes a reaction on the moving charge, taking from it both momentum and
energy. The self-"eld also leads to the same mysterious term as in (1) above. In
this relativistic generalisation, that term became known as the Schott term.

It was later shown that Abraham's equation is consistent with special relativ-
ity (Von Laue, 1909). Thirty years later, it was rederived in a relativistic and
manifestly covariant way by Dirac (1939), who dealt speci"cally with a point
charge. His derivation gave that equation high respect (due to Dirac's promin-
ence) and established beyond doubt the puzzling presence of the Schott term.
Together with the four-vector force of radiation reaction, these two terms yield
the total self-force four-vector

Fk
S
"
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3

e2

c3
(vK k!v5 av5 avk/c2). (2)

It replaces the self-force (1) of the non-relativistic case. Thereafter, the equation
with this self-force became known as the Lorentz}Dirac equation or, more
appropriately the Lorentz}Abraham}Dirac (LAD) equation.

The use of classical physics to describe a point particle, which exceeds the
validity limits of the classical theory, did not go unpunished: the Schott term
came back with a vengeance.4 It was responsible for unphysical, &pathological',
solutions of the LAD equation. Two types of such solutions arise: self-accelerat-
ing solutions and acausal ones. The former are solutions of the LAD equation in
the absence of forces for which (according to the fundamental law of inertia) the
only solution should be motion with constant velocity. The self-accelerating
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5See Rohrlich (1997) for further details.
6Moniz and Sharp (1977, p. 2857) and Levine, Moniz and Sharp (1977).

solutions have a particle in the absence of forces accelerate ad inxnitum. Equally
pathological are the acausal solutions which show acceleration due to the future
action of a force.

Unfortunately, during much of the half-century following Dirac's work, some
physicists tried to &repair' the LAD equations instead of recognising that its
pathologies are symptoms of the inapplicability of classical physics to point
particles. Such particles must be treated by quantum mechanics and are outside
the validity limits of any classical theory. Therefore, this &repair work' led to
a useless literature but was unfortunately quite voluminous.

Equally unfortunate was the fact that an old calculation made near the
beginning of the twentieth century had been almost forgotten. That was a calcu-
lation made by Sommerfeld (1904) for a surface-charged sphere of total electric
charge e (i.e. not a point charge) moving with non-relativistic velocity: he took
the self-interaction due to the self-"eld into account. That calculation was
apparently repeated by Page (1918), who published only the result. That result
replaced the equation (1) by the self-force5

F
S
"m

e
[v(t!q

a
)!v(t)]/q

a
, (3)

where m
e

is the electromagnetic contribution to the mass, (2/3)e2/(ac2), v is the
velocity, a is the radius of the sphere, and q

a
is the time it takes a light ray to

traverse the diameter of the sphere.
As is evident from (3), the Sommerfeld}Page (SP) equation is not a di!eren-

tial equation as other equations of motion are, but a di!erential-di!erence
equation. This equation no longer has a third-derivative term. As is easily
con"rmed, the Sommerfeld}Page equation has no pathological solutions in
contradistinction to the Lorentz equation. This fact is not surprising because
it deals with a xnite size particle. The SP equation resurfaced brie#y in 19776
but seems to have been largely ignored or forgotten until the recent work by
Yaghjian (1992).

Yaghjian, like Sommerfeld and Page, also considered a sphere of radius a with
a charge distribution that is distributed uniformly over its surface. He then
proved (Yaghjian, 1992, p. 109) that the force exerted by the sphere on itself by
means of its self-"eld, when viewed in its own rest-frame, is at time t propor-
tional to the earlier velocity v(t!q

a
). Remarkably, this proof was carried out by

making no non-relativistic approximation though non-linear terms in the deriva-
tives of the velocity have been neglected. This result can therefore be generalised
to an arbitrary relativistic reference frame. When this is done and inserted into
the equation of motion, one obtains an equation "rst conjectured by Caldirola
(1956).
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7See footnote 5.

The resulting Caldirola}Yaghjian (CY) equation contains the relativistic
self-force7

Fk
S
"m

e
[vk(q!q

a
)#vk(q)va(q)va(q!q

a
)]/q

a
, (4)

which replaces the non-relativistic self-force (3) of the SP equation.
The remarkable CY equation has certain properties which give additional

support to its correctness: (a) in the non-relativistic limit it reduces to the SP
equation, i.e. (4) reduces to (3); (b) in the point limit (as the radius a goes to zero),
it reduces to the LAD equation: (4) reduces to (2); and (c) it has no pathological
solutions. We thus have for the "rst time a relativistic classical equation of
motion for a ("nite size) charged particle in which the self-interaction is taken
into account.

The SP and the CY equations are the only known classical equations of
motion for an extended charged particle which include electromagnetic self-
interaction. And now comes the crucial point for the present study: both of these
equations of motion have the property that they are NOT invariant under time
reversal (Rohrlich, 1998).

The origin of this non-invariance is clear and not at all surprising. It is
formally reasonable because the equations involve two di!erent instants of time,
t and t!q

a
in (3), and q and q!q

a
in (4). And it is physically intuitive because

self-interaction involves the interaction of one element of charge on the particle
with another such element. That interaction takes place by the "rst element
emitting an electromagnetic "eld, propagating it along the future light cone, and
then interacting with the other element of charge. The future light cone (rather
than the past light cone) was selected by using the retarded "elds (rather than the
advanced "elds). An asymmetry in time was thus introduced according to the
causal nature of this process.

What is at "rst somewhat surprising, however, is that the LAD equation is
invariant under time reversal (Rohrlich, 1965). But this, too, is now easily
understood: that equation describes a point charge; therefore if that point
charge is thought of as a charged sphere that shrank to a point, the light cones
that send the self-"eld from one element of charge to another also shrink to
a point. In that limit, therefore, there is no di!erence between past and future
light cones.

4.2. The self-force of a moving mass

The history of the equations of motion for gravitational self-interaction is
considerably shorter. Since Newtonian gravitation theory deals only with static
"elds, the only self-interaction is the static self-energy of a massive object.
Therefore, the self-force does not contribute to the dynamics in Newtonian
gravitation theory and the theory remains time reversal invariant even when
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8See Rohrlich, 1965, Section 8}4.

self-interaction is included. This result can also be concluded from the Newton-
ian gravitational force as an action-at-a-distance interaction.

Einsteinian gravitation theory (general relativity) is mathematically much
more di$cult than electrodynamics; it is thus not surprising that much less
progress has been made in establishing a dynamical equation of motion for
a "nite size particle including self-interaction. Earlier work by Havas (1957) and
by Havas and Goldberg (1962) was recently supplemented "rst by Mino, Sasaki
and Tanaka (1997), and then by Quinn and Wald (1997). The conclusions
of the two 1997 papers agree with one another even though they use di!erent
methods.

When the self-"eld is ignored, a particle whose size is negligible (not a point
but small) follows a geodesic in a gravitational "eld. The di!erential equation for
that geodesic is its equation of motion. But when the self-"eld is included, the
1997 papers show that the world-line deviates from a geodesic and the equation
becomes an integro-di!erential equation. Further details are unimportant here.
What matters here, however, is the self-interaction within the "nite size particle
which was not included in these papers. As in the electromagnetic case, this
self-interaction leads to a non-locality in time similar to equation (4) above
(Rohrlich, 1999). This non-locality alone su$ces to yield an arrow of time since
it is di!erent for retarded and advanced interactions. As was the case for the
electromagnetic self-force, the gravitational equation leads to di!erent motions
in these two types of interactions, and causality demands that we accept only the
retarded one.

4.3. The self-force of a moving charged mass

Finally, what seems to be the most di$cult case is the motion of a particle
whose electric charge as well as whose mass are sources of "elds. Both "elds are
self-"elds and both should be taken into account as contributions to the
self-force in the equation of motion. But the electromagnetic self-force is so
much larger than the gravitational one that the latter can be neglected in good
approximation. This makes the problem a lot easier than the case discussed in
Section 4.2.

Indeed, it was successfully carried through much earlier. In 1960, Dewitt and
Brehme derived an equation of motion for this case which was later amended by
Hobbs (1968). Together, these papers lead to an equation of motion which is
also not a di!erential equation but an integro-di!erential equation. Again, it
contains three self-force terms. The "rst is the generalisation of the (2) term8, the
second is the interaction of the charged particle with the true gravitational "eld
(involving the Ricci tensor), and the last is again a tail term which is an integral
over the entire past motion involving the retarded Green function. The latter
expresses the spreading (&scattering') of the electromagnetic "eld by the
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gravitational "eld in the interior of the past light cone. Again, that tail term is
responsible for the lack of time reversal invariance.

5. The Reasons for the Arrow of Classical Time

The above presentation shows clearly the consequences of the action of the
self-"eld (whether electromagnetic or gravitational). Since all classical particles
have a self-"eld, these results are valid for all of them: the self-"eld causes
a self-interaction that modi"es the equations of motion in such a way that they
are no longer time reversal invariant. In all modi"cations a choice is available
whether retarded or advanced self-interactions should be used. Causality makes
us opt for the retarded case. But no matter which one is chosen, the equations of
motion are not time-reversible, the two cases leading to di!erent world-lines.
Thus, accepting causality as a fundamental principle, one concludes that
motions based on the advanced equations never occur in nature.

The problem of the arrow of time in classical dynamics is therefore solved: the
fundamental equations of classical physics are not time reversal invariant. They
are not, therefore, in con#ict with other fundamental laws that are also not time
reversal invariant.

We can now return to the problem of explaining how the irreversibility of
laws such as (i) to (v) quoted in Section 2 comes about, and whether that
irreversibility is also attributable to causality.

The discussion of the preceding sections shows that item (i), the emission (into
the future rather than the past) of electromagnetic and of gravitational radiation
is indeed a consequence of causality. But already item (ii) would require a similar
study involving nuclear forces (and therefore quantum mechanics) rather than
classical physics. This is outside the scope of the present investigation. The
entropy law (iii) has nothing to do with equations of motion but is a conse-
quence of statistical considerations (see for example Lebowitz, 1993; Sklar,
1993). There is still controversy concerning its reduction to a fundamental
principle. Items (iv) and (v) are even more complex since they involve cosmology
and biology, respectively.

The problem of the arrow of time is obviously not resolved in general by the
present study. What has been established here is that the classical fundamental
equations of motion, contrary to previous beliefs, are not time reversal invariant,
and that this lack of invariance is due to causality.
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